A new perspective on mobile
and consumer tech launches

The End of
Big Bang Theory
Fanclub is here to make PR more valuable. We’re
fascinated by the mechanics of PR, and how to
most effectively leverage communications to
amplify product releases; particularly in the world
of mobile and consumer electronics.
With the iPhone, Apple redefined what it was to
launch a mobile phone. Globally coveted press
launches, headed by Steve Jobs, kick-started a
template that prevails today.
But is this the best way to launch a productspecifically, a handset? Just how effective is
this presentation format in today’s world of tech
spec leaks and new channels of influence? What
provides best return on investment?
Through an analysis of UK media coverage in
the 12 months leading to the launch of Apple’s
iPhone 8 and iPhone X, we have collated this
report to deconstruct what generates stand-out
PR performance in the handset category.

We’ve found a case for mobile and consumer
electronics brands to rethink their launch
strategies, by shifting from a focus on ‘big bang’
launches, to a more sustained announcement
– with significant attention paid to pre-launch
activity.
To make things simple, we’ve distilled the key
findings from our research into a six step recipe
for handset PR success, which you’ll find in a
couple of pages.
We hope you enjoy these insights as much as we
enjoyed uncovering them.
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Steve Jobs set a template for
smartphone launches that persists
today. But is it still effective?

Top 16
handsets,
by coverage
volume
(no. of clippings)

Using comprehensive media analytics, we
ran a media analysis of UK coverage of new
handsets launched from 1st October 2016 to
1st October 2017 (approximately 12 months
from Apple’s 2016 September announcement
date). We then filtered these to create an
overview of the top 15 handsets by coverage
volume, to identify how much media attention
each handset received.
Unsurprisingly, Apple’s iPhone 8 and iPhone X
received the most amount of media coverage,
followed by the Samsung Galaxy 8. But not all
of the coverage was favourable, as our next
chart will show.

8,857 Samsung Galaxy S8
2,943 LG G6
2,880 Nokia 3310
2,090 OnePlus 5
1,718 Google Pixel 2
1,291 Huawei P10
1,016 Sony Xperia XZ
988 Nokia 6
837 HTC U11
829 Nokia 8
734 Essential Phone
683 Blackberry KeyOne
343 Moto Z2 Force
284 Huawei Honor 9
159 Lenovo Phab 2 Pro

Top 16 handsets,
by positive
media sentiment
(Positive sentiment score)

Using the same data set as the previous chart, we ran an
analysis of sentiment of this media coverage, identifying
which handset was most positively received by the media*.
Here, Apple’s handsets were the 13th most favoured,
whereas Huawei’s Honor 9 was clearly a media favourite
with the most positive commentary. Newer entrants to
market, such as One Plus, Essential and Google Pixel,
all out-ranked the market-leader.
*note that sentiment analysis is automatically generated
by our media analytics’ algorithms, which score editorial
sentiment as either being ‘positive’, ‘neutral’, or ‘negative’
using Natural Language Processing
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Introducing ‘Hype Waves’
Here’s where the data gets particularly
compelling. An analysis of the coverage life-cycle
of a handset gives us an insight into how to build
coverage volume effectively. For the purpose of
this example, we’ve selected a non-market leader,
because market-leading handsets are regularly
referred to within other broader (non-relevant)
news items. So, we’ve looked at one of the
media’s favourite handsets: the Google Pixel 2.
As you can see, there’s a peak at launch (as
expected) on September 19th (A). However, the
next most prominent peaks are before thaton September 14th (B), when its launch date
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was confirmed, August 24th (C) when there
was a leak about its launch date and technical
specifications, March 7th (D) when there were
rumours that it wouldn’t have a headphone jack,
and finally on January 27th (E) when there were
rumours about the capability of the handset’s
camera. Overall, the volume of coverage prelaunch outstrips that at launch; clearly pre-launch
comms plays a considerable role in forging it’s
reputation thereafter.
As you can see, the pattern of the coverage takes
a wave form. We call these ‘Hype Waves’.

The six step recipe
for launch success
Through a rigorous analysis of the data, we uncovered six key findings,
which together make up the recipe for a successful handset launch,
which delivers both positive sentiment and media volume.

1
We’ve moved on from
‘big bang’ launches
Successful launches start with buzz around
their products by creating multiple threads
of conversation before the official launch.
Brands have an opportunity to shape these
conversations to drive further share of voice,
as well as positive sentiment by focusing on
specific unique features uncovering them.

2
Pre-launch comms
plays a disproportionately
significant role in
determining a
successful launch
There’s an opportunity for PR to leverage
pre-launch excitement among influential
audiences. We found evident spikes in
coverage when handsets are first announced
(before they were launched), which helped
boost positive sentiment, by engaging with a
receptive and excited audience.

A still from ’Growing Up with an Upgrade to
Samsung’, in which Samsung mocks Apple
with video content. An example of how a
brand created multiple opportunities to spark

3
Sentiment is driven by
effective PR that focuses on
product features and design
Digging into the positive coverage, we found that unique
design or features, or those that stand out as marketleading, get more coverage than phones with common
technology regardless of the brand. For example, the
Nokia 8’s ‘bothie’ camera was innovative in that in
records from the front and back camera on the phone a feature that was widely picked up by press.

4
Creative campaigns boost
coverage volume and sentiment
Quite significantly, there are a few evident PR campaigns
for handsets which are getting news coverage. One such
effort was Samsung’s ‘Best View’ campaign for the S8,
which was an excellent example of a creative launch
campaign around a handset feature that connected people
to the world around them; providing a vehicle for increased
consumer publicity.

Nokia teamed up with fashion social
media influencers to showcase the bothie
camera at London Fashion Week.

5
There's an opportunity
to use social media
influencers to bring features
to life with credibility
We found a substantial gap in the market for influencer
marketing. Only three of the 15 major handset launches
over the past year notably used social media influencers
to shape the conversation. These included fashion
influencers demonstrating Nokia 8’s ‘bothie’ camera
at London Fashion Week, Huawei pairing up with
photographers and entrepreneurs to connect with their
audiences for the launch of the P10, and the Google Pixel
2 collaborating with YouTubers in getting the handset
featured on the YouTube homepage.

6
Bundling handset launches
with other product launches
generates more coverage
Launching a handset along with other products secures
more coverage. For example, the Google Pixel 2 launch
garnered a huge amount of attention because it
launched two handsets and numerous other products,
including real-time translating headphones and smart
speakers. All the products received a lot of coverage
in their own right, with the Google Pixel 2 referenced
alongside them.

Google Pixel 2 collaborated with
fashion journalist Pandora Sykes,

About Fanclub
Fanclub is a London-based PR consultancy that helps
mobile and consumer technology businesses, from
fast growing startups to global businesses. For the
last four years we have worked with the UK’s largest
MVNO, Tesco Mobile, and supported its launch of
several mobile handsets by working with the media
and leveraging social media influencers.

www.fanclubpr.com
Tel: 0207 096 1375

We are widely recognised as one of the smartest PR
agencies in London, with regards to our influencer
activations and results-driven, creative content
development. As a result, we have led influencer
and PR campaigns for the likes of ITV and
TravelSupermarket.

Notes
Data taken from research and analysis of insight from Meltwater, Google, Instagram, Twitter and Facebook for the period 1st October 2016 to 1st October 2017.
All data relates to UK media and social media outlets. Sentiment scores are generated automatically by Meltwater’s algorithms.

